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1. Introduction 
The North African coast has represented something of a lacuna in the archaeobotanical record until recently, 
and research in large areas still remains problematic for security reasons. For several key questions, the 
timing of the transition from foraging to agriculture and the spread of individual cultigens remains in the 
realm of speculation. The object of this paper1 is to explore the relationship between the vernacular terms for 
cultivated plants in the Berber languages and the evolution of agriculture in North Africa. This can shed 
light on the relationship between people and plants and in particualr species for which no archaeobotanical 
data exists. 
 
In terms of the languages spoken in North Africa today, the layering of different cultures who have invaded 
and settled over the last three thousand years have overwritten the period of early agriculture. During the 
Capsian era, languages which have no living descendants were presumably spoken, here called Old North 
African. Subsequently the Berber languages expanded to cover most of the region, colonising the Canaries 
by around γ00 AD. Evidence for the influence of Ancient Egyptian on peoples to the west is surprisingly 
limited. Phoenician settlement from 800 BC imported new crops, as did the Roman conquest. Finally, the 
wave of Arab conquests from 650 AD onwards brought a wide range of plants and innovative agricultural 
practices (Watson 198γ). All of these events are written into the palimspest of Berber languages, and the 
paper presents evidence for this chronological stratification. §4. presents tables showing the Berber names 
for major crops together with hypotheses concerning their origin and therefore the potential link with 
archaeobotanical data. 

2. The transition to agriculture in North Africa 
The timing of the transition to agriculture in North Africa remains controversial. The paucity of stratified 
sites with unambiguous macro-remains of cultivated plants suggested to an earlier generation of researchers 
that the production systems were largely foraging and pastoral (e.g. Barker β006). Despite the richness of 
agriculture in the Nile Valley, its practices were not obviously propagated westward.  
 
Evidence from Moroccan sites now suggests significant patches of early agriculture, but these show strong 
relationships with the Iberian peninsula. Kaf Taht El-Ghar in Northern Morocco has yielded remains of 
several types of wheat, naked barley and broad bean (Vicia faba) dated to 7β86 ± 85 cal BP (Ballouche & 
Marinval β00γ). The site of Ifri Oudadane, also in Morocco, has barley, three wheat subtypes, pea and lentil, 
dated broadly to the Early Neolithic B, 7000-7500 BP (Morales et al. β01γ; Zapata et al. β01γ). So far, these 
data suggest that the Ifri Oudadane materials are the oldest cultivated plant remains not only from North 
Africa but  from the entire African continent.  As Morales et al. (β01γ) point out, these dates are virtually 
contemporaneous the dates obtained for agriculture in Spain and for a very similar crop ‘package’, 
resembling the Near East with no trace of Sub-Saharan species. Plausibly, existing evidence is that 
agriculture between the Nile Valley and Morocco is significantly later than at the extremes. Zinchecra in 
Libya has an assemblage dated to around β700-β400 cal BP which includes emmer and bread wheat, barley 
and date (Van der Veen 199β). In Jerma, the Fezzan, southern Libya, wheat, barley, date and grape are found 
at βγ00-β000 BP, and durum wheat, barley, sorghum, olive, grape, fig, date, almond and pomegranate at 
ββ00-1600 cal BP (Pelling β008). The lack of a trail along the North African coast argues strongly for a 
maritime dispersal of farming (Zilhȃo β001).  Agriculture only reaches the Canaries relatively late, by 
around γ00 AD (Morales β010; Morales et al. β017). 
 
Several questions arise, the most important of which is whether these cultigen remains definitely indicate 
farming. The small quantities and the absence of clear evidence for agriculture indicate at least the 
possibility that foragers were trading wild produce for foodstuffs, something apparently happening in 
Northern Europe at around the same time in the Ertebølle culture (De Roever β009). In addition, it is 
puzzling to know the ethnolinguistic identity of such peoples. These dates fall within the Capsian, but they 
are far earlier than the projected dates for the development of the languages spoken in the region today and it 
may be these early adopters do not have direct descendants. 

                                                      
1 This paper represents the fruition of years of discussion with scholars from a variety of different disciplines. Particular 

thanks to Vaclav Blažek, Maarten Kossmann, Jacob Morales and Lameen Souag for unpublished data and critiques.  
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3. The linguistic situation past and present 

3.1 The present-day situation 
North Africa today is fairly uniform linguistically; Hassānīya and other Arabic dialects, Berber and an 
isolated Songhay population cover most of the terrain from west to east. However, this state of affairs is  
relatively recent and reflects political and religious movements over recent millennia which have induced 
uniformity. But it would be a mistake to read this back into the past;  the expansion of languages such as 
Hassānīya and Tuareg are demonstrably recent. Map 1 summarises the current situation across North Africa. 
 
Map 1. North Africa: current linguistic situation 

 
 

3.1.1 Arabic 
The Arabic spoken  across North Africa is divided into a number of dialect groups (Table 1); 
 

Table 1. Arabic dialects of North Africa 
Lect Location 
Hassānīya Mauritania and adjacent areas
Moroccan Morocco 
Algerian Algeria 
Uled Suliman Libya, Niger, Nigeria 
Shuwa Nigeria, Cameroun, Chad 
Chadian Chad, Sudan 
Bedawi Egypt, Cairene 

 
Hassānīya Arabic (حسانية) , the language of the Moors, is a conservative Arabic dialect originally spoken by 
the Beni Hassān, who are thought to have expanded from North Africa in the 15th century onwards (Taine-
Cheikh 1979). It is likely that they assimilated a largely Berber population, of which Zenaga is the last 
remaining island. Although the Hassānīya must have interacted with other in situ populations, there is little 
evidence in unidentified loanwords for the linguistic affiliation of these populations.  

3.1.2 Berber 

3.1.2.1 Mainland languages 
The Berber languages constitute a major branch of the Afroasiatic language phylum and are spoken both by 
settled and nomadic populations along the North African coast and far down into the Sahara, presently 
reaching the borders of Nigeria. Today, Berber languages are confined to a series of islands surrounded 
largely by Arabic (Map β). This is a considerable geographical range, but it has been regularly argued that 
Berber culture and by implication, people, reached as far as the Nile Confluence (e.g. Behrens 1989). 
Nonetheless, Berber must once have been the dominant population throughout much of North Africa and the 
Sahara in the past (Brett & Fentress 1996; Blench β001). Although the Tuareg are presently the most 
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widespread group, found across much of Algeria, Niger and southern Libya, their expansion is probably 
relatively recent as they may have entered the south-central Sahara as late as the 6th century AD (Camps 
1974).  
 
Map 2. Present distribution of Berber 

 
 
The Berber remain a highly mobile group, the Tuareg in particular forming new communities in the coastal 
cities of West Africa and are adept at maintaining a strong media presence. The Zenaga in SW Mauritania 
were a significant group when first described, but are now down to some γ00 speakers (Taine-Cheikh β008, 
β010). North of Agades in Niger live the Tetserret, whose language shows correspondences with Zenaga but 
who are now encapsulated among the Tuareg (Lux β01γ). Other islands of Berber speakers occur within the 
Arabic-speaking zone further east, most notably at Awjila (أوجلة ) (Putten β01γ), formerly at El-Fogaha 
 and Siwa (Laoust 19γβ). Furthermore, Berbers must have reached the Canaries at an (Paradisi 196γ) (الفقهة)
unspecified date in the past, leading to the formation of the Guanche, the now-vanished aboriginal 
population (Wölfel 1965).  
 
Despite an abundance of information, there are a series of major unanswered questions about the affiliations, 
origins and date of diversification of the Berber languages (Galand 1970-1). Berber is Afroasiatic, and its 
nearest relative is likely to be Semitic. Yet when deep-level Arabic borrowings are weeded out, the corpus of 
established Afroasiatic roots is very small, pointing to a ‘long tail’, a split from the main branch at quite 
some time-depth. When and where this took place is highly uncertain. Similarly, the dates of the primary 
expansion of Berber are problematic; its extremely low internal diversity points either to a recent epoch or to 
an episode of language levelling. Neo-Punic and Latin borrowings suggests a late date for proto-Berber of 
100-β00 AD. Under no circumstances can Berber be identified with the Capsian (ca. 1β,000-8000 BP) or 
even the first stages of the Neolithic in North Africa (? 7000 BP onwards), both of which are far too early to 
be reconciled with Berber internal diversity. If this is indeed so, what process is in consilience with the 
archaeological record? The only way to account for the distinctiveness of Berber is to suppose that the 
speakers of the proto-language must have been resident somewhere for a long period, diverging from 
Afroasiatic but not diversifying internallyβ.  
 
At a point in the more recent past, a social or economic change must have transformed their society, 
stimulating a major expansion. Blench (β001) argued that this was pastoralism, corresponding to the 
expansion of pastoralism across the Central Sahara, which is around 5-4000 BP (Brooks et al. β009). Di 

                                                      
β Alternatively they could have diversified but the branches that developed at that period were then assimilated by other 

languages. 
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Lernia (β006) radiocarbon dated a large number of cattle burials in the Messak in southern Libya, and they 
give a fairly consistent suite of dates pointing to the introduction of livestock ca. 7000 BP. These dates are 
difficult to reconcile with the lack of diversity within Berber and there are three possible explanations; 
 

a) either the early wave of pastoral expansion was a quite different group of people who have vanished 
without trace 

b) or Berber has diversified extremely slowly compared with other world language families 
c) or Berber underwent a major episode of language levelling around 100-β00 AD, eliminating prior 

diversity 
 
Postulating mystery populations is bad science, and the most likely explanation is that the expansion of 
pastoralism across the Sahara was indeed a primary migration of Berbers into the desert. The closeness of 
Berber lects is only explicable if we postulate a significant later episode of language levelling, perhaps as 
late as β00 AD (Kossmann β01γ). The similarities between even the far-flung branches of Berber, Zenaga 
and Siwa, date from this period. This co-occurs with the establishment of the Roman limes in North Africa, 
suggesting that the concentration of population this induced stimulated the spread of a prestige dialect. 
Kossmann (β01γ) points out that there are well-assimilated Latin loans associated with agricultural 
terminology which are part of proto-Berber, as well as numerous Arabic borrowings from that are found 
virtually across its range. This points to a series of levelling episodes within Berber, facilitated by the mobile 
culture of the nomads and a strong pressure to keep communication systems open, which may in turn be 
associated with the importance of the camel from the first century AD onwards (Brogan 1954).  It seems 
likely that residual populations remained after this event, but a third wave of expansion and assimilation 
occurred with the Tuareg dispersal, from the ?6th century onwards, which in turn eliminated other more 
archaic and diverse Berber lects such as the relatives of Tetserret. Finally, the Hassānīya expansion from the 
15th century further pushed back the south-western Berber lects and precipitated the long decline of Zenaga. 

3.1.2.2 The peopling of the Canaries 
The Canaries were visited by numerous maritime peoples, including the Phoenicians, Romans, Arabs and 
medieval European nations, including the Mallorcans and Genoese. However, the core population were the 
Guanche people, with four dialects spread across seven main islands. External settlement seems to have 
begun in the early fourteenth century on Tenerife. When the Spanish first reached the Canary Islands they 
were they found the local dances so entrancing that these were carried back to Europe and entered the 
repertoire of classical music, hence the canaries in the harpsichord suites of J.S. Bach. Unfortunately, the 
fate of the language was less iconic, as by the end of the eighteenth century it had disappeared, with the 
speakers killed, dying from disease or being assimilated.  
 
There is little doubt that Guanche were affiliated to the Berbers. What remains of their language shows clear 
Berber cognates, inscriptions on the islands are related to Numidian and DNA evidence links modern 
Canarians to Berbers (Maca-Meyer et al. β00γ). However, there are many perplexing aspects of the culture 
of the Canaries. The most notable is the presence of mummified bodies, which use the specific techniques 
associated with Ancient Egypt. Whether this implies the ancestors of the Guanche were carried to the 
Canaries by Egyptian ships remains a point for speculation. 
 
The records of Guanche are only those recorded by travellers and amateur enthusiasts and use wayward 
orthographic conventions. The classic synthesis, Wölfel (1965) collects together all the records sorted by 
semantic field, and notes many similarities with Berber. Most researchers who have looked at the records of 
Guanche have agreed (e.g. Galand 1987/88). Moreover, the very short inscriptions on rock in the Canaries 
which are in the old North African Numidian script further confirm the Berber link. As it turns out, several 
recorded Guanche names for food plants, including barley and wheat, are neatly linked to mainland Berber 
terms, suggesting agreement between the linguistic and archaeobotanical record. 

3.1.3 Songhay 
The Songhay languages are spoken along the Niger between Timbuktu and Gao, stretching into the Sahara 
of Niger and South and East into Benin Republic and Nigeria. Songhay is one branch of the Nilo-Saharan 
phylum which spreads across Middle Africa from Ethiopia to Mali. An isolated population, the 
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Kwarandzyey [=Korandje] of Tabelbala (ة با  live in a small community on the Moroccan-Algerian ,( تب
borderland (Souag β015). These people are apparently a group which migrated around the eighth century for 
unknown reasons, but possibly as plantation workers. 

3.2 Epigraphic clues to the past 

3.2.1 Inscriptional languages 
Written records, iconography and archaeology can all provide general indications of the more diverse past of 
the region. The ‘Tehenu’ appear in Vth Dynasty sources (γβ00 BC) as livestock keepers of the Western 
Desert (Vernet and Onrubia-Pintado 1994:56). Egyptian records speak of the incursions of the I-S-B-T-U, 
usually identified with the Asbytes of Herodotos, nomads from the deserts west of the Nile who raided 
settlements in the Eighteenth Dynasty (154γ–1β9β BC). Herodotos (ca. 500 BC), Book IV in particular, 
gives a long account of the geography and characteristics of the Maghrebin tribes, which grow more exotic 
as they move westward from the known terrain of Egypt and the Nile. Nonetheless, the oases of Siwa, 
Awjila and the capital of the Garamantes in the Fezzan can easily be recognised in his account. Beyond that, 
Herodotos claims that ten days march west of the Garamantes live the Atarantes ‘who have no names of 
their own’. It has been speculated that the name Atarantes derives from Berber adrar (pl. idaren) 
‘mountain’. The challenge is to sift out the colourful and fantastical elements and develop an interpretation 
which is congruent with both synchronic linguistics and archaeology.  
 
The epigraphic indications of a former linguistic geography are all fragmentary; inscriptions in Libyco-
Berber and Punic/Latin scripts, terms without etymologies in present-day languages and the characteristics 
of residual populations which may reflect former distinct ethnolinguistic groups whose languages have been 
assimilated. Apart from Latin in North Africa and recent Arabic, the principal script is Berber (O’Connor 
1996). Its modern form, Tifinagh (  in Neo-Tifinagh), is the written form of Tuareg and is still in 
use.  Older forms of the script, known as Libyco-Berber, occur spread across from the Central Sahara to 
Western Morocco, with fragmentary texts also recorded in the Canaries. The first inscriptions occur in the 
γrd century BC and continue through to the γrd century AD, but almost all texts are disappointingly short, 
hence the limited contribution of epigraphy to Berber history (Le Quellec β011). 
 
The eastern variant was used in what is now Constantine, the Aurès region and Tunisia. Since twenty-two 
letters out of β4 can be transliterated and there are several Numidian bilingual inscriptions in Libyan and 
Punic, it is the best-deciphered variant (Zyhlarz 19γβ).  The western variant was used along the 
Mediterranean coast from Kabylie to the Canary Islands has 1γ extra letters, which has made decipherment 
more uncertain (Février 1964–1965). It is entirely possible that the underlying language is different from the 
Eastern inscriptions. 

3.2.2 Punic 
Punic is an extinct Semitic language spoken in the overseas Phoenician empire in North Africa, which 
included Carthage and some Mediterranean islands. The Phoenicians originated in what is now Lebanon and 
created a sea-borne empire. Carthage was founded ca. 800 BC and destroyed in 146 BC, but the language 
continued to be spoken until around the 6th century AD. It is known from inscriptions (most of them 
religious formulae) and personal name evidence (Tomback 1978; Kerr β010). A series of late trilingual 
funerary texts found in the Christian catacombs of Sirte, Libya are in Classical Greek, Latin and Punic. Al-
Bakri (c. 1014–1094), an Andalusian Muslim geographer, describes an unknown language spoken in Sirte in 
the tenth century, so it is conceivable Punic survived as a spoken language into the medieval era. 
 
Part of the interest of Punic are the borrowings in proto-Berber, which implies that the culture of Carthage 
preceded the break-up of Berber (Vycichl 195β; Malášková & Blažek β01β). In addition, the nature of the 
loans provides useful information on the interaction of the two cultures. Due to the destruction of the 
libraries following the Third Punic War (149-146 BC), records of the language are mainly in later neo-Punic 
(Kerr β010). Kossmann (β01γ:59) notes the absence of Punic loans in Zenaga, which may reflect the 
nomadic lifestyle of the desert nomads (most Punic loans are nouns associated with settled life) but possibly 
showing the migration of the Zenaga prior to the period of significant interaction. 
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4. Evidence from crop names 

4.1 Cereals 
The cereals which can be clearly reconstructed for proto-Berber are barley, wheat and (more surprisingly) 
bulrush millet. Barley (Hordeum vulgare subsp. vulgare) is one of the oldest domestic cereals and may have 
been domesticated as early as 8500 BP in the Near East. Jones et al. (β01γ) argue for a Western Asian origin 
and multiple introductions in Europe. Remains of domestic barley are found in Egypt dated to earlier than 
8000 BP (Germer 1985: β08). Six-row hulled barley is common all across North Africa, reaching Gran 
Canaria by the third century AD and is the most frequent cultigen recorded at all sites (Morales et al. β017). 
The Berber names for barley are extremely uniform and may have been transferred from wild barley (Table 
β) although Middle Egyptian šma, barley, is conceivably related to the Berber term. 
 

Table 2. Berber names for barley 
Language Attestation 
Central Morocco timẓin 
Beni Snous timẓin 
Djebel Nefusa tәmẓín 
El-Fogaha túmẓin 
Senhadja timẓin 
Kabyle timẓin 
Ntifa timẓin 
Mzab timẓin 
Ghadames tәmẓén 
Awjila tәmẓín 
Siwa tumẓen 
Ouargla timẓin 
Guanche (all islands) tamozen 
Guanche, Hierro tezzezes 

 
Durum wheat, Triticum turgidum subsp. durum, was developed from einkorn wheat around 9000 BP in the 
Near East. However, it seems to have reached Egypt relatively late, being only recorded in the Ptolemaic 
period (Germer 1985: β1β). It arrived in Gran Canaria around γ00 AD, together with barley (Morales et al. 
β017). Berber terms for wheat are also remarkably consistent (Table γ) pointing to a familiarity with the 
crop from the earliest period of Berber expansion. 
 

Table 3. Berber names for durum wheat 
 

Language Attestation Comment
Central Morocco irdәn  
Beni Snous irdәn  
Djebel Nefusa yә́rdәn  
El-Fogaha yә́rdәn  
Senhadja irdәn  
Kabyle irdәn  
Mzab irdәn  
Ntifa irdәn  
Ghadames yǎrdǎn  
Awjila írdәn, yә́rdәn  
Siwa irdәn  
Tarifiyt iadәn  
Iznasen irdәn  
Guanche, Tenerife irichen  
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Bulrush, or pearl millet, Pennisetum glaucum, is a domesticate from Sub-Saharan Africa, which was 
probably domesticated on the southern margins of the Sahara around 4500 BP (Manning et al. β010). 
Remains of pearl millet are found in Saharan oases by β00 BC (Thanheiser pers. comm.) and it must have 
diffused into the Berber world at this time. Intriguingly, millet was not carried to the Canaries together with 
other cereals (Morales et al. β017). Kossmann (β01γ) regards the linguistic evidence as proto-Berber, but it 
seems more plausible it was borrowed into the nascent Berber lects forming at this time, since it was not 
carried to many parts of the Berber world (Blench β016). Table 4 shows the Berber names for bulrush millet; 
they are all evidently related, but probably constitute a chain of early borrowings. 
 

Table 4. Berber names for bulrush millet
Language Attestation Comment 
Tashelhiyt anili  
Ntifa illan  
El-Fogaha anә́li, elli  
Kabyle ilni  
Ghadames alele  
Awjila ílli, élli  
Tuareg enǎle  
Ouargla inәlli  
Zenaga ʔilli  

 
Arabic names are quite different, suggesting that millet entered the Arab world through a distinct route (e.g. 
Tunisian Arabic (  ْع ُ  .(dro’o دْ
 
Sorghum, Sorghum bicolor, is another characteristic Sub-Sahara domesticate, grown in North Africa today 
but  known to the Romans. Rainfed sorghum is recorded in New Kingdom tombs, while durra (irrigated 
cultivars) only appears in the 6-7th centuries AD (Germer 1985: ββ7). Kossmann (β01γ: 1γ8) argues that 
some modern terms now applied to maize were originally sorghum terms. Southern Tuareg names are quite 
different and probably borrow from their immediate neighbours. Zenaga, however, does have a cognate 
term, albeit applied to millet shoots. Table 5 shows the disappointingly few terms recorded for sorghum. 
 

Table 5. Berber names for sorghum 
Language I II III Comment 
Tashelhiyt asngar   now applied to maize 
Central Morrocan  tafsut  < term for ‘grass’ 
Iznasen  afsu  < term for ‘grass’ 
Kabyle   lbәcna  
Ouargla   lbәšna  
Ntifa amzgur tafsut  now applied to maize 
Zenaga uṣṣugnađạ̈n   petites pousses de mil

 
Rye, Secale cereale, grows wild in Eastern Turkey and was probably domesticated there at an early period, 
but only spread much later to Europe. It is grown in a few places in the Maghreb, but the evidence is that it 
was introduced from Spain since existing terms seem to reflect Spanish centeno (Table 6). 
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Table 6. Berber names for rye 
Language Attestation Comment 
Tashelhiyt išnti  
Senhadja tišәntit  
Tarifiyt tišәntit  

 

4.2 Pulses 
The major pulses grown by the Berber include lentils, faba or broad beans, chickpeas, peas and grass-vetch 
(Lathyrus). Unfortunately, the popular and scientific names are scrambled in Kossmann (β01γ: 1γ9 ff.) so 
the following section attempts to re-order the data. 
 
Lentil, Lens culinaris, was domesticated in the Near East/Central Asian region and the oldest finds are in 
Syria 10,000 BP (Tanno & Willcox β006) and Greece at 11000 BP (Yadav et al. β007). A lentil seed dated 
to 7611 ± γ7 cal BP, represents the oldest direct date of a domesticated plant seed in Morocco and, by 
extension, in North Africa (Morales et al. β01γ). Lentils first appear in Egypt in a predynastic context at 
Matmar (Germer 1985: 87). Despite this venerable antiquity, almost all Berber names are borrowed from 
Arabic, with only a couple of lects retaining the original Berber form (Table 7).  
 
This root appears to have shifted to Lathyrus in some languages, but ‘lentil’ was presumably the original 
referent. Grass-vetch, Lathyrus sativus, is recorded in Egypt in predynastic contexts at Badari (Germer 1985: 
84) and in early Iberia (Peña-Chocarro & Peña 1999) but there is as yet no evidence for its diffusion along 
the North African coast.  In Table 7, the forms shaded red now apply to Lathyrus. 
 

Table 7. Berber names for lentil 
 

Language Berber II < Arabic Comment 
Tashelhiyt tilintit, tiniltit tinift  
Ntifa tilәntit  l’adәs  
Ghadames  tanifet  
Senhadja  tinifit lɛadәs  
Tarifiyt  tinifәtt  
Iznasen  tinifәtt lәɛdәs  
Snous   tinifin lɛadәs  
Kabyle   lɛәds  
Figuig   lәɛdәs  
Ouargla   lɛәds  
Tuareg   әlɣәdәs  
Zenaga   äđyägi ? cognate with others

 
The pea, Pisum sativum, was domesticated in the Ancient Near East with early finds in Syria 10,500 -10,β00 
BP (Muehlbauer & Tullu 1997; Mikić et al. β014). Peas occur together with barley and lentil at Ifri 
Oudadane and so are very ancient in the Maghreb. The names given in Kossmann (β01γ: 1γ9) appear to 
refer to Lablab purpureus. Table 8 shows the rather meagre list of Berber names for ‘pea’. 
 

Table 8. Berber names for pea 
 

Language Berber < Arabic Comment
Ntifa tinifin   
Kabyle ajilban   
Mzab әlbәlbali   
Nefusa bablabi žžәlbana  
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The broad bean, Vicia faba, is one the set of ancient Near East domesticates identified by Weiss & Zohary 
(β011). It is found at the site of Kaf Taht El-Ghar in Morocco, thus around 7000 BP. The first records in 
Egypt are from a Vth Dynasty context at Abusir (Germer 1985: 81). This corresponds to the well-attested 
Berber root, *abaw (Table 9).  
 

Table 9. Berber names for broad bean
 

Language Berber < Arabic Comment 
Tashelhiyt abaw  
Ghomara abaw  
Ghadames abǎbba  
Senhadja abaw  
Ntifa abaw  
Tarifiyt baw  
Iznasen baw  
Snous  baw  
Kabyle abaw, ibiw D. also gives bubu, alәɣmud
Mzab abaw  
Nefusa  әlfúl  
El-Fogaha  әlfúl  
Ouargla aw, wawa  
Awjila biw  
Siwa awáw  
Tuareg ǎbawbaw  
Guanche Tenerife  hachichey 

 
The suggestion has been made that the Berber name is somehow related to the Latin name, faba. If so, this is 
more plausibly a borrowing into Latin. The Ancient Egyptian name, pr/pal, may well be a borrowing from a 
Semitic language and hence cognate with modern Arabic. The Guanche name has no certain cognates 
(Wölfel 1965: 50γ). 
 
The chickpea, Cicer arietinum, is an ancient Near Eastern domesticate and is already found in the aceramic 
levels at Jericho. and in New Kingdom tombs in Egypt (Germer 1985: 96). Despite this, its presence along 
the North African coast and importance in its cuisine, appears to be due to the Arabs. There are no 
archaeobotanical records, and as Kossmann (β01γ: 140) notes, all Berber terms appear to be borrowed from 
Arabic. 
 
Cowpea, Vigna unguiculata, is a domesticate from Sub-Saharan Africa. It is first recorded in Egypt, during 
the Vth Dynasty, at Abusir (Germer 1985: 87). It is not generally cultivated in the Maghreb. The hyacinth 
bean, lablab, Lablab purpureus, is similarly of Sub-Saharan origin and there is no evidence it was cultivated 
in the Maghreb until recently (though see under ‘pea’ for some confusion of names). 

4.3 Vegetables 
The onion, Allium cepa, was domesticated in southwest Turkey and the Mediterranean Basin. Bunches of 
onions are depicted in Egypt from the Old Kingdom onwards (Germer 1989). Table 10 compiles Berber 
names for onion, which suggest a borrowing from Punic, although only Awjila preserves the initial b-. The 
Punic term underlies the Arabic, which is attested in later borrowings. Kossmann (β01γ: 14β) suggests the 
third root, F-L, found in Eastern Berber varieties may be cognate with Nobiin (Nile Nubian) filee. 
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Table 10. Berber names for onion 
 

Language < Punic < Arabic Other 
Punic b.ʃ.l   
Senhadja  lәbṣәl  
Tarifiyt  řәbṣәř  
Iznasen  lәbṣәl  
Snous   lәbṣәl  
Kabyle  lebṣәl  
Nefusa  bṣәl  
Tashelhiyt aẓalim   
Ntifa aẓalim   
Mzab ẓalim   
Ouargla ẓalim   
Awjila bẓalim   
Ghadames   aflélo
El-Fogaha   ifәlélәn
Sokna   afәlílu
Siwa   afәllú
Tuareg   efǎleli

 
The carrot, Daucus carota, has a single origin in Central Asia, nowadays 
modern Iran (Iorizzo et al. β01γ). The Berber names pose particularly 
interesting problems (Table 11). 
 

Table 11. Berber names for carrot 
Language < Latin < Arabic Comment
Kabyle zṛuḋeyya   
Nefusa    
Ntifa  ḫizzu  
Mzab tifәsnәxt   
Ouargla tafәsnaxt   

 
Berber names for cucurbits are more than somewhat confused. Cucurbit 
terms typically shift from one species to another because of their similar 
growth habit. Faience models of chate cucumbers survive from the Egyptian 
Middle and New Kingdoms (Germer 1985: 1β9). The watermelon evolved 
from the Sub-Saharan Citrullus lanatus, but apparently quite recently and 
Berber names are almost all borrowed directly from Arabic dәllaḥ. 
 

Table 12. Berber names for cucurbits 
 

Language Pumpkin Pumpkin Calabash Cucumber Melon Gloss 
Neo-Punic  q.š.’   
Proto-Berber  *ā- [i]ssīm   
Tashelhiyt    
Ntifa  axsay taɣәššimt agan  
Figuig    
Mzab tamisa 

(courge) 
taxsayt takәrwayt taɣәssimt   

Ouargla tamisa 
(courge) 

taxsayt takәrwayt taɣәssimt   

Photo 1. Carrot, pictured 
in the Juliana Aricia 
Codex 
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Language Pumpkin Pumpkin Calabash Cucumber Melon Gloss 
El-Fogaha    
Kabyle afeqluj taxsayt taceq lalt taxyaṛt afeqqus  
Segr  aĝan cucumber 
Sus  aĝan green melon 
Ghadames  tamǎksa melon 
Siwa  tamuksa melon 
Awjila  tәkšáymt   
Tuareg    
Zenaga  äššiykäšši   
Guanche  bugango calabash, 

melon 
Ancient 
Egyptian 

 š(s)b.t, 
dn(r)g 

  

 
‘Cucumber’ is one case where the Punic source of the Berber term is transparent and a rare case where the 
name appears to have been preserved in Zenaga. The Guanche name for ‘melon’ looks unusual, almost as if 
it was borrowed from an African language, though Wölfel (1965) suggests some possible Berber cognates. 
Surprisingly, Ouargla also has a loan from Hausa, kabiwa, for pumpkin. 
 
Kossmann (β01γ:145) notes that the M-L-L group of words found in Ntifa and nearby lects. could go back 
to Latin melo (melonem in the accusative) (Table 1γ). 
 

Table 13. A Berber root for melon 
Language Attestation Comment 
Ntifa lmәnun melon 
Figuig amlul melon 
Mzab amlun melon 
Ouargla amlul melon 

 

4.4 Fruits/tree crops 
Pomegranate, Punica granatum, originates south of the Caspian, between Eastern Turkey and Albania. The 
earliest evidence for the domestic form is in Jordan around 5000 BP (Zohary et al. β01β: 1γ5).  The earliest 
evidence for the pomegranate in Egypt is from the New Kingdom (18th Dynasty) (Germer 1985: 4β).  
 

Table 14. Berber names for pomegranate
 

Language < Semitic < Arabic Comment
Mzab aṛmun   
Chaouia armun   
Nefusa armún   
Ouargla aṛmun   
Ghadames armun   
Siwa armun   
Tashelhiyt  ṛṛmman  
Ntifa  rrman  
Kabyle  eṛṛemman  

 
The apple, Malus domestica, grows in a wild form all across Europe and cultivated apples are interferitle 
with ‘crab-apples’. However, it does not appear to have reached North Africa until quite late. An Egyptian 
name for ‘apple’, dpḥ is recorded in a text from Ramses II (Germer 1985: 6γ). This is apparently cognate 
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with Punic and is borrowed into Berber (Table 15). Kossmann (β01γ: 146) notes that most Berber languages 
borrow directly from Arabic. 
 

Table 15. Berber names for apple 
Language Attestation Comment
Punic d-f  
Chaouia adfu  
Djerba adfu  
Ancient Egyptian dpḥ  

 
Fig, Ficus carica, is one of the oldest attested tree-crops, with possible evidence for managed trees in the 
Near East as far back as the 1βth millennium BC (Kislev et al. β006). Remains of figs are found in Egypt 
from the First Dynasty onwards (Germer 1985: β4). Morales & Gil (β014) show that Ficus carica was a 
staple on the Canaries from the earliest period of its introduction. Its importance is shown by the use of two 
distinct roots for dried and green figs in Guanche and most Berber languages. 
 

Table 16. Berber names for fig 
 

Language I II III < Arabic Comment 
Mzab  amәšši    
Central Morocco tazart   originally a wild berry 
Shilha taḳorait    
Ntifa tazzart amessegdiḍ aqaṛṛo   
Nefusa     
Mzab  amušši    
Ouargla  amәšši    
Ghadames  ǎlmǎṭk    
Siwa  imәṭšan    
Iznasen tazart  lbakur  
Figuig   bakur  
Kabyle tazart  lbakur tazart = dried fig 
El-Fogaha  mәkkin    
Sokna  amә́čč    

 
Table 17 proposes a cognate for an unusual Guanche term for ‘dried fig’ and an apparently related word in 
Kabyle. Most Berber dictionaries do not record a distinct lexeme for dried fig. 
 

Table 17. A Berber/Guanche name for dried fig 
Language Berber Comment
Kabyle taɛamṛiwt  
Guanche, Gran Canaria taharenemen  

 
Table 18 shows that the Guanche name for ‘green fig’ has a Berber cognate on mainland languages, as well 
as in Moroccan Arabic. 
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Table 18. Berber names for green fig 
Language Berber Gloss 
Shilha aḥarmuš unripe fig 
Kabyle akeṛmus figue de Barbarie (i.e. wild fig)
Guanche, Gran Canaria achormaze green figs 
Arabic, Morocco ķarmoṣ  

 
The almond, Amygdalus communis, was collected in the wild in the Near East and Central Asia before 
domestication. They are found across Neolithic Europe, and are recorded in the tomb of Tutankhamun (1γβ5 
BC). Berber usually borrows from Arabic, but at least one name appears to be a borrowing from Punic, 
suggesting the almond came to the Maghreb via Phoenician settlement (Table 19). 
 

Table 19. Berber names for almond 
Language Berber < Arabic Comment 
Arabic lluz  
Tarifiyt ğğuz  
Mzab әlluz  
Kabyle lluz  
Ntifa lluz  
Ghadames ašašid  < Punic šqd(m)
Ouargla lžužәt  

 
The date-palm, Phoenix dactylifera, is one of the oldest cultigens in this region and is recorded in Egypt 
from the predynastic era. Kossmann (β00β) identifies the Common Berber form, *tiyni, as a (rare) 
borrowing from Ancient Egyptian or Coptic. Berber names for date(-palm) are shown in Table β0. 
 

Table 20. Berber names for date(-palm) 
Language Attestation Comment
Sus tiyni  
Mzab tiyni  
Siwa tiyni  
Ghat čini  
Ouargla tiyni  
Ntifa tiyni  
Kabyle  eṭṭmeṛ
Ghadames aßéna  
Iullemeden tèheni  
Tuareg téhäyné  
Zenaga täynih  
Ancient Egyptian bnr(.t), bnj(.t)  
Coptic Sahidic bnne (bnne)  
Coptic Bohairic beni (beni)  

 
Only Ghadames Berber retains a form which directly resembles Egyptian, but it is assumed the other names 
dropped the initial and the t- prefix denotes the tree. Wölfel (1965: 506) notes the connection between 
Gomera chepude and a Berber root for date-palm. The Guanche name is usually a place but in one source, 
terra de palmas. This is hypothetically linked to Siwa tifuḍa (palm sprouts) and Tuareg tafûdek. 
 
The European pear (P. communis subsp. communis) descends from two subspecies of wild pears,  P. 
communis subsp. pyraster and P. communis subsp. caucasica, which are interfertile with domesticated pears 
(Morgan β015). The pear is native to Europe and the Near East and was gathered before it was cultivated. 
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However, it was only introduced into Egypt in the Graeco-Roman era, and no hieroglyph for ‘pear’ is 
identified (Germer 1985: 6β). It was known to the Romans, and the majority of Berber names are borrowed 
from Latin, with a few later borrowings from Arabic (Table β1). 
 

Table 21. Berber names for pear 
 

Language < Latin < Arabic Comment
Senhadja tafirast  
Snous   lang as, buɛǎwidәt  
Kabyle ifirәs  
Ntifa tifirest  
Tashelhiyt tafirast  
Central Morocco tafirast  
Tarifiyt tafirast  
Chaouia tafirast  
Figuig  nnžaž  
Mzab  lanğas  
Siwa  әlɛanžaš  

 
The carob, Ceratonia siliqua, is native to North Africa. Many recovered remains are wild, although 
documentary records suggest that its cultivation was known to the Romans, as it is described by Pliny. 
Carobs are found in Egyptian tombs from the 18th Dynasty onwards (Germer 1985:95). There appears to a 
rather rare Berber root for carob, while some languages borrow from Latin siliqua and the remainder from 
Arabic (Table ββ). 
 

Table 22. Berber names for carob 
Language Berber < Latin < Arabic Others 
Tashelhiyt takiḍa  
Ghomara  taxeṛṛubt  
Senhadja  lxarrub  
Kabyle  axeṛṛub  
Ntifa tikiḍa aberniḍ
Iznasen  tasliwɣa  
Figuig  tasliwɣa  
Snous  lxeṛṛub  
Ancient Egyptian  nḍm

 
The olive, Olea europea, is native to a large circum-Mediterranean region. The immediate ancestry of the 
cultivated olive is uncertain, but O. europaea may have arisen from O. chrysophylla in northern tropical 
Africa. It appears to have been first domesticated about 7000 BP, although distinguishing wild from 
cultivated stones is problematic (Lanza β011). Table βγ shows the main names recorded for wild and 
cultivated olives. The root azәmmur denotes the wild olive in some languages, and this was applied the 
cultivated species.  Most languages borrow from Arabic (which is the Semitic root), but Northern Tuareg 
apparently derives directly from Punic zētīm. The oldest evidence for cultivated olives in Egypt is New 
Kingdom (Germer 1985: 150). The Ancient Egyptian name d.t also apparently resembles the Semitic root z-
t. 
 

Table 23. Berber names for olive 
 

Language Wild Cultivated Other 
Senhadja  әzzitun  
Tarifiyt azәmmur tazitunt  
Iznasen azәmmur  
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Language Wild Cultivated Other 
Ntifa azәmmur zzitun  
Snous  azәmmur zzitun  
Kabyle  azәmmur aḥeccad
Nefusa  azәmmur  
Tashelhiyt azәmmur zzit  
Central Morocco  zzitun  
Ghomara  zzaytun  
Mzab  әzzitun  
Ouargla  zzitun  
Ghadames  azәmmur  
El-Fogaha  zzetún  
Siwa  azәmmur  
Tuareg, Ahaggar  ǎhatim < Punic zētīm
Ancient Egyptian  d.t  

 
The quince, Cydonia oblonga, was domesticated in Southwest Asia and has been grown around the 
Mediterranean from an early period. It was known to the Akkadians, who called it supurgillu, whence 
Arabic جل  ,al safarjal, ‘quinces’. The Greeks associated it with Cydonia on Crete, whence the Latin name سف
borrowed into Berber at the period or Roman contact. Several Berber languages retina the old Latin root, 
while it has been replaced in others by a borrowing from Arabic. 
 

Table 24. Berber names for quince 
 

Language < Latin < Arabic Comment
Senhadja  sfәržl  
Ntifa  sfәržәl  
Kabyle taktunya  
Chaouia taktunya  
Tashelhiyt  sfṛžl  
Central Morocco taktuniyt  
Mzab  әssәfәržәlt  
Figuig  ssfәṛžәl  

 

5. Synthesis and the agenda for further research 
The archaeobotany of domestic plants in North Africa currently indicates early introductions by a maritime 
route into Morocco earlier than 7000 BP. It is unclear whether this was a true inception of farming culture or 
a failed experiment. The Canaries, however, do not have evidence for cultigens earlier than γ00 AD, 
coinciding, apparently with a Berber migration. In Libya, the Near Eastern agricultural package appears 
around βγ00 BP, and again probably associated with the maritime migration that brought Phoenicians. 
Despite the early dates for agriculture in the Nile Valley, there is no evidence for a westwards diffusion by 
land. 
 
Prior to the expansion of Punic, Berber and then Arabic, unknown but distinct languages would have been 
spoken in Spain and along the North African coast. These languages can be referred to as ‘Old North 
African’ (ONA) with no presuppositions as to their genetic affiliation(s). It is possible they were related to 
the former languages of the Iberian peninsula, such as Tartessian. Archaeologically, these must identified 
with the Capsian and its predecessors, although the languages spoken in the first period of the Neolithic in 
the Maghreb would also have been Old North African. But the completeness with which Berber eliminated 
ONA means little can be said about it. The Berber roots which are not of Afroasiatic origin may reflect these 
languages, or simply the long period of differentiation from the mainstream of the Afroasiatic lexicon. 
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On the basis of the linguistic evidence presented here, the gradual evolution of the Berber cultigen repertoire 
can be divided into a number of periods (Table β5). 
 

Table 25. Chronological stratification of Berber cultigens 
Period Cultigens 
Early Maghreb barley, wheat, lentil, pea, broad bean, fig, olive
Nile Valley date 
Sub-Saharan Africa pearl millet, sorghum, cowpea 
Phoenician apple, almond, cucumber, onion, pomegranate 
Roman quince, pear 
Arab chickpea 

 
Although the settlement of the Canaries was relatively late, the earliest plants in the archaeobotanical record 
all have Guanche names which correspond rather well to Berber. At this point, the linguistic evidence is 
quite well-known, and although Berber continues to be documented, it is unlikely there will be major 
surprises. However, the archaeobotany of North Africa remains very sketchy, in part due to the security 
situation. More results will certainly help us in tying the linguistic analyses with concrete dates and also 
resolve some of the issues around the puzzle of language levelling among the Berber. 
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